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)tievelopment cf USE S,Specific Aptitude Test Battery S-466

..; 6_
For

Utility Hand (paper goods) 539.883

RESEARCH SUMMARY

This.rtport describes the research which resulted in ;he develop-
ment of the tollowineSPecific Aptituae Test Battery for usp in
selecting inexperienced or untrained indivIduals fee training as
Utility Hands:

Aptitudgl

-. Form Perception -
, 85

Clerical Perception ',95' ,. r'

,

Manual 'Dexterity 70
- 1

Samoke: .
,

78 Utility Hands (11 females. and 67,males) employed in various

companies (see ApPendi..\ x.1). A totalof'19 were minority group
members (12 Black's, .5 Spanish Surnamed, 1 Aleut and 1 French

,ts Canadian) and 59 were nonminority group members.
,

Cutting_ Scores

Criterion:
Supervisory ratings. Criterion data were collected during 1972,
1973 and 1974.

Concurrent (test acid criterion data were cdillected at about the
same time).

,

Phi coefficfent for total sample '= .36. (P/2 '< .005)

CoMoarison of Minocity and Nodminoritv GrIgmns:
It was not technically feasible ro compare the validity of the
'battery for minority and 'nonminority groups as it was not possible
to obtain data on a sufficiiint number of minority group workers to,
permit separate data analysis for minority and flonminority groups.

A
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'JOB ANALYSIS

Job analysis'was, performed by obs e'rvat'ion of the.workerss.per--
fonmance on the jbb and in cOnsultatron with the workers' super-
misors. On the basis of the job analysis, the job descriptiOn
shown in Appendix 3 was'.preOared. The job description was used to
(1) select experimental samples'-of workers who were performing '
the job duties; ,(2) choose appropriate criteria or measures of job
performance;i (3) determine which 05titodes are critical, important
or irrelevant to job performance-(see Tables 1 arid 4); and (4) pro-
vide information on the Applicability of the test battery result-, /

ing from this research.
4 .

TABLE 1

Aptitude

t- Form .Perception

Qualitative Analysis

Rationale

Required Ito inetall flanges
and center shaft in rolls
of'paper.

AeqUired to read.scales
f accuraterlf,'.to record'weights,

and :to select properly marked

- Clerical RerCepiion

K - Motor CoordlnatiorC
..

M - Manual Dexterity

mdterials to donVey to the
operators.

Required to use 'broom; shovel
and scraper, to oPerate fork
lift tryck, and to use forced

-air.hose.

Rerquired 6,1ift and handle
waste-containers, to use
hammer to install center shaft
and flanges in roll.of paper..

EXPERIMENTAL TEST BATTERY

All ft tests of the GATB, B-10(1.2B, Were)-administOed:4

CRITERION

The immediate supervisor rated each worker. The ratings were
obtained by-means of personal visitsof4State test development
analysts.who exPlained the rating procOUre 0 ifie.superyisors.
Two ratings were obtaine4 from each supervisor with oriNinterval.
of at least two weeks between the ratings. Since sample members'.
test scores are confidential, kuspervisors had no knowledge of, the

scorescores of workers. - .

.

, .1

.
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A de5triptive.rating_scale was used. 'The scale '(see Appendix 2)
'consists of seven items._ Six of these items' coves different
aspects of 'job performance. The-seVenth,item-LS a global item on
the Hand's "all-around" ability. Eaci, item has five .

alternative responsei* corresponding to.different degrees of job
proficien0". For the purpose of scorihg,the items, weights of 1 to

. 5 were assigned to the resPonses. The total score on the ra :1'ns
ecale is the sum of ,the weightsvfor the .seven items. The POSsible
range for each rating is 7-35.

A review of the job description indicated that the subjects tovered
by the rating scale were directly related to-important aspects of
job performance.

A-
,

.

k--pir4ntity of work: Materials must be ,supplied and,:removed
An a timely manner in order to avoid delays and.down time.

.B - Quality,of work: Work areas must be kept neat and clean
in order to avoid hazardous conditions.

- AecuracY of work: Correct materials must be available in
order to avoid .delays and down.time.

D - 4ob knowledge:, The worker must have sufficient,knowledge
to provide appropriate'materials to the machine 2:aerator.

o
4
4

E - Facility for 54ork: Uti-tity Hands perform a variety of job
duties and must learn.new tasks quickty.

F - Job versatilitf: Util;ty Hands are, required to perform,
a variety of job duties.

"All-around" job ability: Utility Hands' val-ue to, the
employer.involves a.combination of a$pects of job
PerfOrmances listed above.

5

4.
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A reliability coefficient of .84 was 'Obtalned between the initial

ratjus and the eeratings, indicating a significant relationship.

Therfifore, tie scores of the two ratings were combiQed. A

correlation of .40 between experience andthe,combind criterion

was observed, whfth'indicates That 'a considenable.ambunt of the

variance 4n the combined criterion is related to variance in amount

of job experience. Therefore, an adusLed crrterion -score was used

as the final criterion which was computed as follows: An estimated

criterion score was computed using the usual regression equation:

Y' = bX + e ,
where go,

Y = observed criterion score
Y' s estimated criterion score
X .; months of experience

b rxy. 112/

a = Meany-(f eanx)b

This estimated criterion score was subtracted from the observed ,

criterio6 score. A constant of .'50 was added. to avoid-negative

numbers and the result truncated to a whole number.

Thi's adjustment has the effect.of removing from the criterion that

Part of its variance which is predictable from knowledge of amount

of experience. This. is.apOobriate as the battery will be used to

predict job performance of Inexperienced workers. The mean of the

final ,criterion is 49'.5 with a'stendard- deviation of 8.1. The

relationship between the final criterion and age, educat4on and job

experience is shown in Table 2. '

TABLE 2

Means, Standard Deviations (SD) and Pearson
Product-Moment Correlations with the Criterion (r) for'

Age, Educatidn and Experience

LiaaA t &mai

Age (years) 248 9.2 .12 18-53

Education (years) 11..5 l.4' .04 7-14

Experience (months. 21.3 23.6' .01 2-128

onocurrent Job

.4!
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About one -third of,the workers are considered.to.be marginal
workers. Therefore; the criterion distribution was. dichotomized.
so as to include about one-third of the sample in'thelow cri-
terion group and thLremajnder in the high criterion group. The
criterion cutting score was set aft 46 which places 31% i n the low
'criterion group and 67%inthe high criterion group.

SAMPLE

The sample consisted of 78 Utility Hands (11 females and 67 males).
employed in various companies ('see Appendix.1). A total of 19
were minority group members (12 Blacks, 5'Spanish Surnamed, 1

Aleut, and 1 French Canadian) and 59 were nonminoritY group members,:
The means and standard deviations for age; education and experi-
ence of the sample members are shown in Table 2. All-workers,had
At least 2 months of pxperience in their current job and,none
were test-selected.

STATISTICAL RESULTS

0

TABLe.3
k

,Statistical, Results.

N =78

Aptitude Mean 12 L

=,

Bing&

G - General Learning Ability 89.9 17.3 -.1.7 51-138
V - Verbal Aptitude 90.4 14.1 -12 65-127
N - NumeriCal Aptitude 89.0 17.5 .18 52-128
S Spatial Aptitude 96.2 ZO:4 .11 55-147
P - Form Perception.. 404,4 22'op .20- 39-149
Q - Clerical Perception 411. 105.1 -11P.'4 ./5* 69-138
K - Motor Coordination 99.8- 17.5 .14 5 -138
F - Finger Dexterity 95.4 23.5 .10 27-149
M - Manual Dexterity 102.4 ?0.2 .2311,i 35=140,

.* Significant at the .05'level:

TAble 4.,summarizes the oupfitatillie Analysis and'Stakistic41 results
shown in Tables 1 and 3*and shows the aptitudes cotisidered for in

.

clusion in the battery.:
,

, ,,
l .
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sc TABLE 4.
.

Summary of Qualitative and Quantitative Data

Aptitudes

Type of Evidence G V N S P Q K F M

"Cr'tical"Non Basis.
of b Analysis

-"Important" on basis
of Job Analysis

"Irrelevant" on Basis
of Job Analysis

Relatively High
Mean

7
Relatively Low Standard
Deviation

Signifidant Correlation
with Criterion

z
X X X x

X -X

Aptitudes Considered. for
Inclusiotiin the Battery

0

P

0.

The'information in Table 4-indi.cates that the following aptitudes

should be considered for inclusion in the battery: P, Q, and M.

The objective is to develop a battery of 2, 3 or 4aptitudes with
cutting scores 'set at five ,point intervals at the point (a) where
about the same percent will meet' the cutting scores as the pest-cent

placed in the high'criterfon group and (b) which will' maximize the
relittionship between the battery and the criterion. The Cutting

scores are set at approximately one standard deviation below the

mean aptitude scores of the sample, with deviations above br below-

these points to achieve the'objectives indicated above.

The following battery resulted:

Aptitudes

-P - Form Perception
Q -. Clerical Perception
M - Manual Dexterity_

..

Cuttinz Scores

85
95
70

*si
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VACIPITY.GETHE BATTERY

TABLE 5 \

,
Validity of Battery

Below Meeting
Cutting Sec,-es Cutting Scores Total

High.Criterion ---- 10 42 52

GrouP
Low'CrIterion '15 '11 26

soup .

. .

,
I.- Total 25 . 53_ _78

. .

Phi coefficient = .36 (Yates' corrected)
SignifiCance level = P/2 < .005 4

OCCUPATIONAL APTITUDE PATTERN

I

This occupatfon was,incorporated into OAPJ52 in Section II of the

1970 edition of the Manual for the USES General Aptitude TpsC
Battery. with an asteriiks(*) since (1) the battery intludedthe
same aptitudes as thosein the OAP, i(2) the cutting scores of the

aptitude's in the battery were within/ ten points of ihe cutting -.

scores of the aptitudes in the OAP nd (3) a significont phi
coeffiCient,was obtained between th criterion and the OAP-52
cutting scores of P-80, Q-90 and 0. A phi coefficient 'of .20

(P /2 < .05) was-obtained for this sample.. -

. .

a

.dr

20.
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APPENDIX.A.,

..Organizations Cooperating in th&Study

0

American Can Company, Dixie Ptoducts Division, Fort Smith, ArRansas
American Can Company,.Dixie Products DiviI-ton, Anaheim, California
Owens-Illindis, Lily -Tulip Division, Riverside, C.a.lifor'nia

Solo Cup Company, Santa Paula, Cali orpia

,..

Owens-Illinois, Lily-TUlip Division .BardstoOn, Kentucky
American Can Company, Dixie Products DimisIon, Lexington, Kentucky
'American Can Company, Dixie Products Division, Easton, .Pennsylvania
American Can Company,, Dixie Products Division,' Darlington, South

Carolina .
-

4

v.
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APPENDIX 2

o-

UNITED STATES EMPLOYMENT SERVICE

DN,SCRIPTIVE RATING SCALE
For Aptjoide Test Development Sttdies)

.

.SCO4eiRE
9

RATING SCALE FOR
D 0 T Tale and Code

'Directions: Please read the "Suggestions to Raters" and then fill in. the items listed below. In p,aking your ratings, only one

box should be checked for each question.

SUGGESTIONS TO RATER::
, .

Wkare asking you to rate the job performance of the pekile who work for you. Tbise ratings will serve as a :yaldstick" agaiost
which we caricompare the test scores in this study. The ratings must give a true picture of each worker or this study will have
very little value. You should try to give the most accurate ratings possible for each worker.

The ratings .are strictly confidential and won't affect your workgrs in any way. Neither the ratings nor test scores of any
wo,rkers will he ihown to anybody in your coMpany. We are interested only in "testing the tests." Ratings are needed only
for those workers whoare in the test study.
Workers who have not completed their training °period, or whO have not been on the job or under your supervision long enough

for fou to know how 'vita they can perform this, work shoultkrice be rated. Please inform the test technician about this if you
an asked to rate any such wormers.

In making rating's, don't let general imeressions or some outstanding trait affect your judgment. Try to forget your personal

feelings. about the worker. Rate him only on the way he does his work. Here are some more points which might help you:

1. Please read all directions and the rating scale thoroughly before ratio{.

2. For each question compare four workers Tvith "workers.i'n.gemeral" in this jobf"Thaf is, compare your workers with other

workers on this job that you have known. This is very importait in small !plants where there are only P few workers.We want

th.e.ratings to be based on the same standard in all the plants. 1.

3. A suggetted method is to rate all workers on one question at ; time. The questions ask about differentabilities oftthe workers.

A worker may be good in one ability and poor it* another: for example, a very slowworker may be accurate. So rate all workers

on the first quextion, then rile all workers on the second question, and so on.

4. Practice and experience tifsually improve a worker's skill.? llowever. one worker with six months' experience may be ifaster

worker than another with six years' experience. Don't rate one worker as poorer do; another because he has not-been on the
job as long, .-

Rate the workers according to the work they have doneover a periodofseveral weeks or months. Doii't rate just on the basis

of one "good" day, or one "bad" day or some single incident. Think in terms of each worker's usual or typical performance. ,

6. Kite only the abilities listed on the rating sheet. Do not let factors such as cooperatiVeness, ability to get along with others,

promptness and honesty influence' your''ritings. Although these aspect: of a worker are important,They are of no value foi this
study as a "yardstick" -against which to cio-mpare aptitude test scores.

Name of worker (print) 4'-
1 Lam)

Sex: Male_ Female

Company job Title:

How of en do you see this woike4 r in a work situation?

Wire')

El See h»ar& work all the time.

El See him at workseveral times day. .

0 See him at work several times a week.

Seldom'see him in Work situation.

How long have you.worked with him?

[J. Undertone month,

El One to two Monihs.

El Three to five months.

0 Six months or more.

a

4
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1. 'How M'cli work ,ca.-1 he get done? tWor er's ability to alike efficiert ust. of his .,me anctio workat. -

high_speed.i /.
,

I. :":1 Capable of very low work output. Can ptIrform Ally at an unsatisfactory pace.

2. Er-Capable of low work output. Can perfrm at a slow pace.

3. Capable of fair work output. Can perform at an acceptable but not fast pace;

4. "._] Caimble of high work output. Can perform at a fast pare.

3. Capable of very high work output. Can perform at an unusually fast pare.

B. How good is the quality of his work? (Worker's ability to dohigh-firade work whic,1 meets quality
4standards.) ...

I. l'erforilance is inferior and almost never meets iiiinimum quality standards.
. .

.. .
.

2. ;=_.; The giade of his 'work could.stand IMprovement. Performance is usually aetseptable but

somewhat inferior in quality.

t. ?crformance is acceptable but usually nut superior in quality.

4. Performance is usually superior in quality. Ix

. 5. Performance is.almost always of the highestquality.

How accurate is he in his work? (Worker's ability to avoid makirig mistakes.)
7

1. Makes very many mistakes. Work needs constant checking.

2. Makes frequent mistakes. Work needs nitre cheekit4 than is desirable.

3. Makes mistakes occasionally. Work needs only normal checking.

. n Makes few mistakes. Work seldom needs"checking.

Rarely makes a mistake. Work almost nev needs checking.

ft

D. How much does he know about his_jrtbf(Worker's understanding of the Principles, eq4inenti,
materials and methods that _have to do directly or indirectly nth his work.)'

T. Has very..liMiled knowItte. Does not kbtow enough to do his job adequately.
o 4

2. 'In Has little knowledge. Knows enough to "get by."

3. Has moderate amount of knowlet4ge. Knows enough to do fair work.

0 Has broad knowlehe:-Knows enough to do.good work..

5. Has complete knowledge. Knows his job.thoroughiy.

1

p
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I lew much aptittele or Itt(ilit) dors he have for this 1.1441 of work? i ork.er's ade.ptitess ot knack

fur prloming his jol: eat,i1) and aril.)

I. I las great diffit.tilt) doilig his job. Not at suited to this kind of %%oil..

:3. L]

1. r..3

lw,..-sAitte difficult) doing his job. Not too 1.ell suited to this kind of w,ork
of

1)oes hisittlwithout too moil, difficult). Vairl) ttell suited. to this Lind sor...

duq-'-. his jf,fr ttithuiit diffinit) ell suited in this kind of Ni.k.

l.)oes his jolt with great case. F,xceptionall) well suited fur this kind of %%oi..

,

V. How large a ,variet) jolt eltit,ies can he pe.rorni cfficient1)? (A\ orker's altilit) tn. I.tnelle. several

different ope.rarions in his work./

1.
,D,(annot perform differlitt operations auequatel..

,

Can pi.rfornit numher.of claret:put ope.rationt: effit.ietitly.
,

3. 0 Can perform several different oPerations with reasonahlvi.fileiene.y.

`4. Can perform man) 'filfirreni operations effIrl;q1i

5. Can perform an unusual!) largventrict).of different opt.rations efficient1).

C., Considering all the facs.torsarrea(i) rated. and mil) these factors. how acceptable. is his work?
( A orker's "all-around ability" to dt;it-i-.:Iti ,

. ,

I. A mild- he better off without lii'm. Per.fornialtee. ustiall-"not_acceptable.
.

2. liniteil, fat v to.the organization. I'erformance somewhat i. nfer.o. r.
.

3. A fair!) proficient worker. Performance general!) acceptable.

A valuable worker. Performance is usually superior!
,

An unusually competent wotker. Performance almost always top notch.
,tt

Wated by Title Date

Company Or organization Location
I I'1111 111 JI.I

C
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APPENDIX 3

Utility Hand (paper goods) 539.883

JOB DUTIES

Cleans floors, removes waste materials, installs and replaces rolls
of paper, obtains supplies for machine operator, removes cartons,°
and assists operator as required.

*Cleans floors: Scrapes-wax from floor using long handled scraper,
sweeps floor usirig broom, shovels trash into contaLner.

*Removes waste: ReMoves waste container from machine and replaces
with empty container. Weighs waste and records weight,. Empties "

,container into waste bin cart.

*Installs and replaces rolls of paper: Installs'center shaft and
flangesoin roll of paper using hammer. pushes hand operated roll
carrier to install roll roll stand. Removes empty case from
roll stand.' Removes center shaft and flanges from empty core.

Obtains supplies for machine operator: Locates empty cartons in
accord .with production and schedule requirements. . Lifts' cartons
onto fork lift and trucks to machine. Lifts cartons onto conveyor.
Carries cartons of,materials such as cup-top-protector or plastic
bags to machine operator. .

Removes cartons: Brushes glue on top of filled cartons and;deals
carton. Lifts and stacks cartons. ° RemOves stacks of cartons
using hand or power operated fork-lift truck.

Assists operator: Uses forced air hose to assist,in cleaning shut
down machines.. Assists in lifting machine parts when necessary. .

*These 'ob duties were designated as critical since they must be
perfor ed competently if the job is to be performed in a satis-
factor manner. Utility Hands spend.- ,about 75% of theit
workin time performing these duties.

Is

GPO 895.816 4


